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Abstract - Management and interconnection of digital devices can be difficult. Well-designed IoT platforms can 
significantly reduce the cost, effort, and complexity associated with such tasks. An IoT platform has been developed. This is 
lightweight, modular, reconfigurable, and customizable to easily move to less costly domains. The platform can also be 
deployed on local networks. Any device that can perform HTTP requests or send messages via SMS can easily send data to 
this IoT platform with minimal configuration. The IoT platform developed will feature user management, node 
registration/setup, data visualization and data extraction via web UI.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Internet of Things (IoT) is the interconnection of 
sensors and actuators. The smart interaction between 
said devices results in a system that is more than the 
sum of its parts. There are at least 49 IoT cloud 
platforms that exist in today's global market to meet 
the requirements of different user and application 
groups such as enterprises, government, farmer, 
healthcare, communication, transportation, and 
manufacturing [1].  
 
IoT is spewing huge amounts of data which opens up 
the opportunity for Big Data. An important use for 
this would be marketing. Consumer data, for 
example, would allow personalization and 
standardization of product offerings [2].  This can 
significantly improve resource efficiency, logistics, 
and adaptability of marketing companies. 
 
Food security is a major issue which is why 
agriculture is one of key research areas for IoT 
implementation. Some of the notable applications are 
aquaculture, precision farming, greenhouse 
horticulture, leisure agriculture, livestock farming, 
and food safety [3].  
At present, consumers of agricultural products 
demand to have more information not only on the 
availability of a product in supermarkets but also on 
its farming, marketing, distribution, transportation, 
and processing activities [8].  
Disasters could be mitigated through IoT with early 
warning systems, notifications, data analytics, 
knowledge aggregation, remote-monitoring, real-time 
analytics, and victim localization. Different disasters 
may require different implementations because each 
type of disaster has its notion of occurrence, time of 
the mishap, damage ability. For example, landslides 
are often localized, whereas earthquake affects the 
large geographical region [4]. 
IoT automation can also improve comfort, energy 

efficiency, indoor security, and cost savings of a 
home. [9] 
 
II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Problems of the existing IoT cloud platforms 
[1] 
Standardization 
There are no specific guidelines and required 
standards for efficient implementation of IoT. This 
contributes to the interoperability issues that exist 
between different systems. 
 
Heterogeneity 
IoT is a very complicated heterogeneous platform. 
Different modules and communication technologies 
are being used. 
 
Context Awareness 
Handling all data collected by billions of sensors may 
not be feasible. Context-awareness computing 
techniques should be used to decide which data needs 
to be processed. 
 
Middleware 
A middleware could provide a common platform to 
achieve the specific goals incorporating multi-
localized (geographically) modules within a tenant. 
 
IoT Node Identity 
Futuristic networks may be highly populated. IPv4 
addressing may not be enough. IPv6 is one of the 
solution to this. 
 
Energy Management 
This is the most important issue in IoT systems. 
Energy harvesting systems such as solar, wind, or 
biomass should be used. Also, IoT systems should be 
more power efficient. 
Fault Tolerance 
The system must be able to continue its operation 
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despite software or hardware faults. Faulty situations 
may include faulty calibration and failure in 
communication. 
 
B. 10 Best IoT Platforms [5] 
Amazon Web Services IoT Platform 
This platform has the most comprehensive set of 
cloud tools and can be quite expensive. Amazon 
dominates the consumer cloud market. 
 
Microsoft Azure IoT Hub 
This platform has cloud storage, machine learning, 
IoT services, and their own operating system for IoT 
devices. 
 
IBM Watson IoT Platform 
This platform tries to make their cloud services as 
accessible as possible to beginners with easy apps 
and interfaces. 
 
Google Cloud Platform 
This is a platform to build IoT initiatives, taking 
advantage of Google’s heritage of web-scale 
processing, analytics, and machine intelligence. Like 
Microsoft, this platform also has its own OS for IoT 
devices. 
 
Oracle 
This platform connects devices, integrates with 
Oracle’s PaaS/SaaS offerings, and perform analytics. 
Its market is on manufacturing and logistics 
operations.  
 
Sales force 
This platform specializes in customer relations 
management. It is powered by Thunder, which is 
focused on high speed, real-time decision making in 
the cloud. It features easy point-and-click UI. 
 
Bosch 
This platform focuses on security and efficiency. It is 
based on open standards and open source. 
 
Cisco IoT Cloud Connect 
This platform is great at connecting devices but 
currently relies on external parties for analytics. 
Cisco is best known for their computer networking 
products. 
 
General Electrics Predix 
This platform is focused on industrial markets such as 
aviation. It offers connectivity and analytics to 
companies. 
SAP 
This platform has capabilities for IoT, Big Data, 
Machine Learning, and Artificial Intelligence. Its 
focus is on industrial IoT. 

 
C. Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and 
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) 
[6] 
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is the most 
popular application layer protocol; hence, most 
internet-capable devices already communicate with 
this protocol. This protocol should be used if you 
want to implement an IoT system to any device 
quickly. 
Message Queuing (MQTT) is a new application 
protocol with reduced overhead. After connection has 
been established, MQTT retains that connection to 
send data. HTTP establishes and releases its 
connection every time data is sent. 
HTTP uses more bytes than MQTT due to protocol 
overhead. Network resources and bandwidth used by 
MQTT is much lower than HTTP.  MQTT is better to 
use than HTTP if thousands or more devices are 
required, communication between devices is 
frequent, and bandwidth is limited. 
 
D. Arduino, Raspberry Pi, ESP8266 [7] 
The Arduino board is an open source 
reprogrammable microcontroller it is able to use 
different communication protocols due to the 
availability of Ethernet and wifi shields. Several 
existing systems use this due to its numerous 
tutorials/examples and supportive 
community/forums. 
 
Raspberry Pi is a mini-computer – complete with 
GPU, processor, RAM, wifi, Ethernet, and other 
peripherals. It can function as a webserver, database 
server, and sensor node at the same time. This is the 
most expensive and  the most power hungry among 
the 3 devices mentioned. 
ESP8266 is the cheapest among the 3 and could 
function as a wifi shield and microcontroller. This 
device is ideal for sensor nodes. 
 
III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
For this set up, the cheapest web hosting solution 
available in godaddy.com was used. It is limited to 1 
CPU, 512 MB RAM, and 100 entry processes 
(simultaneous PHP scripts that run). The host web 
server runs on Linux OS, Apache Web Server, 
MySQL database, and PHP (LAMP model).  
 
HTTP protocol is used to communicate from node to 
server. Nodes can also send data via SMS through a 
3rd party SMS gateway - this forwards the data via 
HTTP request to the web server. The timestamp per 
data point is automatically generated by the server 
(time when the data was received) if the sensor node 
does not forward any timestamp.  

Sensor nodes configured and tested were RPi, ESP8266 and Arduino (interfaced with other devices for GSM, 
ethernet, and wifi capability). See architecture on Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 System Architecture 

 
See web user-interface dashboard in Figure 2. This also features user access management which helps to limit 
the data viewed depending on user role and group. 
 

Fig. 2 Dashboard 
 
A registration page in Figure 3 helps set up the node. This where you also set the names of parameters (i.e. 
temperature, humidity) measured by each node and its location. 
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Fig. 3 Node Registration. 

 
A map page in Figure 4 helps the user visualize the locations of all registered nodes through markers. The 
markers also contain node information. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Map of registered nodes 

 
In Figure 5, data can be viewed as tables and filtered by time and Node ID. The user can also download node 
data in csv format.  
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Fig. 5 View and download data points 

 
In Figure 6, the user is able to view the graphical representation of data. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Data Visualization 

 
IV. LOAD TESTING 
 
AWS cloud technology was used to provision 75 virtual machines that each represent a sensor node. Each 
machine will generate 500 HTTP requests at a maximum rate of 1 request per second. 5 separate numerical 
values (each value corresponding to 1 parameter, i.e. temperature) are sent per HTTP request. Total data points 
sent per parameter is 37,500. The 75 machines have been provisioned to have scheduled scripts so that they all 
begin making their first HTTP requests at the same time. Also did web browsing on the IoT server’s UI while 
this load test is going on. The following tables will focus on data points of only 1 parameter. 
Tables 1 and 2 shows the top 5 and bottom 5 nodes/virtual machines when ranked on the number of received 
data points. Table 3 gives an overall view on how much data points were lost. Table 4 shows statistical values 
on the time it takes to complete the 500 HTTP requests per node. 
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Node ID Time Start Time End Received data points 
ip-172-31-201-58_1s 20:46:01 20:57:10 500 
ip-172-31-201-54_1s 20:46:01 20:57:10 500 
ip-172-31-201-73_1s 20:46:01 20:57:12 500 

ip-172-31-201-201_1s 20:46:01 20:57:16 500 
ip-172-31-201-50_1s 20:46:01 20:57:16 500 

Table 1 - Top 5 Nodes Ranked by Received Data Points 

 
Node ID Time Start Time End Received data points 

ip-172-31-201-243_1s 20:46:01 20:57:32 496 
ip-172-31-201-211_1s 20:46:01 20:57:08 495 
ip-172-31-201-192_1s 20:46:01 20:57:10 495 
ip-172-31-201-70_1s 20:46:01 20:57:27 494 
ip-172-31-201-28_1s 20:46:01 20:57:09 491 

Table 2 - Bottom 5 Nodes Ranked by Received Data Points 

 
Sent data points Received data points Missing data points % Data Loss 

37500 37348 152 0.405333333 
 Table 3 - Overall Percent Data Loss 

 
Minimum Maximum Average 

Time in seconds 657 701 677.8 
Table 4 - Time To Complete 500 HTTP Requests by Node 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Two types of HTTP responses were found in the 
node logs: 
 200 OK 
 503 Service Unavailable 
 
All 5 data points are transmitted successfully if the 
HTTP response is “200”.  
 
All 5 data points are lost if the HTTP response is 
“503”. This is the type of response you would expect 
if a web server is unable to serve increased web 
traffic. This is expected as we are using one of the 
cheapest web hosting solutions available. 
 
Looking at the data, the “503” response doesn’t occur 
successively at any one specific node. Data is 
successfully sent on the succeeding HTTP requests 
(around 1-4 seconds) for the node. On less time-
sensitive applications like farming, data delayed even 
by several seconds is still acceptable. Increasing the 
server resources can reduce the number of “503” 
responses, but this would definitely cost more. 
 
If all measured data is important and the likelihood of 
the network failing is high, then it’s best that sensor 
nodes record and retry sending the data upon failure. 
The trade-off when implementing this is that each 
sensor node must have additional hardware resources 
to accurately tell the time and store unsent data. 
It is also possible to minimize data sent to the server 
by having context-aware sensor nodes [1]. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This IoT platform is designed for applications where 
a few second delay is acceptable like farming, home-
automation, weather monitoring, or disaster 
monitoring.  
This IoT system is not designed for real-time 
applications such as self-driving cars, drones, and 
robotics. The IoT platform can easily be installed on 
LAMP systems. Mini-computers (like RPi) could 
easily host this IoT platform and have it available on 
a local network. HTTP and SMS implementations are 
the ideal protocols to use if the goal is to integrate 
most existing devices as quickly as possible. Several 
IoT cloud platforms still implement HTTP even 
though they are already MQTT capable. 
 
A future work on MQTT implementation on this 
developed IoT platform would make the system more 
bandwidth and power efficient in future integrations. 
This will become relevant as soon as MQTT-capable 
devices become widespread in the market. 
Controlling nodes in this IoT platform still needs to 
be refined.  
When control features of this platform will be used 
on critical application, security implications should 
be researched - also noting that more security features 
would demand more processing power on the system 
overall. 
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